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Book renews love of Scranton, ‘Jacobs’ first city’
mainly from the latter portion
of the 19th century into the
As a Scranton native, I felt 1930s, through to its subsecompelled to write after read- quent economic decline.
ing Glenna Lang’s “Jane
That decline was the narraJacobs’s First City: Learning tive that I was born into. With
from Scranton, Pennno experience and little
sylvania,” which was
knowledge of the histopublished in 2021.
ry of Scranton’s ecoScranton native Jane
nomic prowess and the
Jacobs, an urban theodecline that predated
rist of iconic propormy birth in the midtions to city planners
1940s, I was exposed in
and citizens concerned
my growing up to freabout the viability of WEINTRAUB quent negative comRichard J.
our urban environments about the lack
Weintraub is a
ments, has been the
of economic opportuScranton
subject of multiple native and a nity, which was juxtaworks about her revolu- graduate of posed with what a
tionary ideas which the former great place Scranton
were put forth in a Central High had been to grow up.
series of books begin- School and the
Many people in my
University of
ning in 1961.
Scranton. He parents’ generation,
In her time, she was is a retired m y o w n f a m i l y
viewed as an icono- psychiatrist. among them, directly
clast who was ahead
had been affected by
of her time, a view that is the economic and psychologheld by many today. Glenna ical consequences of the
Lang’s book traces the trajec- city’s slide from national and
tory of Jacobs’ life in Scran- regional prominence to a
ton and Dunmore — she was state of chronic deterioraborn in 1916 and died in 2006 tion, creating in the populace
— in parallel with Scranton’s an underdog mentality.
history, and causes the city
The introductory chapter
and Jacobs to achieve a vital- “My Own City” is remarkable
ity that I had not appreciated. in that it captures, in just 13
I make no claim that I am a pages, Scranton’s past glory, in
student of Jacobs’ ideas, and balance with its decline. This
cannot even make claim to hav- beautifully written chapter
ing read any of her 10 books, synthesizes Scranton’s good,
the most famous of which is even great, times with the
“The Death and Life of Great darker times to form a coheAmerican Cities” (1961).
sive narrative, and with an
What I can claim is a true emphasis that gives appropriaffection for my sometimes ate airing to the golden era
ambivalently held city of birth characterized by achievement
and upbringing, enhanced by and opportunity.
the genuine admiration and
Beyond the introductory
caring that the author Lang chapter, the interspersing of
clearly holds for the city and Jane Jacobs’ life with ScranJacobs, which clearly palpably ton’s history makes the city
comes forth in this detailed and Jane come alive.
and well-written book.
While I didn’t grow up in
In a personal communica- Jacobs’ neighborhood (her
tion with Ms. Lang, she noted family lived on Electric
that what originally started Street in Scranton and Monout as a plan for an article roe Avenue in Dunmore),
about Jacobs and Scranton much of what she writes is
ended up being an over-400- familiar: I grew up from the
page book, a kind of love story. ’40s to ’60s on Quincy AveRather, this is intended to be nue, near the Dunmore line.
an appreciation — newly actiBut while no part of the city
vated in me — of my home was more than 20 minutes
city of Scranton, via Lang’s away by car, it would be an
excellent book that describes understatement to say that we
Scranton’s “grandeur” dating didn’t get out much. My immiBY RICHARD J. WEINTRAUB
GUEST COLUMNIST
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Jane Jacobs, above, in
1961. Right, author
Glenna Lang visits the
former Jacobs home in
Dunmore in 2016 while
researching her new book
about Jacobs’ early life in
Scranton and Dunmore.
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grant (from Poland) grandparents lived briefly in Green
Ridge, and then in the “Flats”
section of South Side before settling down on Madison Avenue
in the Hill Section. (Although
Lang refers to the “fancy” Hill
Section, it was as diverse in its
variety of wealth and housing
as was Jacobs’ Green Ridge and
later her Dunmore “Hollywood” section.)
This was the same diversity that Jacobs was imbued
with in her upbringing. In
that regard, my blacksmithturned-carpenter grandfather lived in a modest tripledecker directly across the
street from the elegant home
of a fellow Jewish immigrant who founded a local
chain of supermarkets.
Lang writes that while
Jacobs “never specifically cited Scranton in Death and Life,
… the seeds of her ideas about
cities originated in her years
during the 1920s and 1930s in
her home city. … Here she witnessed and experienced the
cohesion of the many types of
diversity and the messy complexity of her city, and she
learned the function and
necessity of close-knit neighborhoods. In an era now vanishing from memory, in this
medium-size city, citizens regularly participated in neighborhood as well as citywide
activities, fostering a strong
sense of community, social

responsibility, and civic pride.”
Lang writes that “a far cry
from the past-its-prime backwater depicted in the hit television show ‘The Office,’ Scranton — when Jane was growing
up there — was prosperous,
attractive, and the third most
populous city in Pennsylvania
... Scranton took the nickname
‘the Electric City’ because it
boasted the nation’s first successful electric streetcar system. ... Fine stores drew
crowds from the city and its
region, as did institutions such
as theaters, clubs, a museum, a
central public reference
library, schools, and colleges.
By the late nineteenth century,
Scranton thrived as an ironand steel-manufacturing center supported by a network of
railroads. Fueling the iron and
steel furnaces — and a wealth
of other industries, including
the textile factories, where
women worked — the hard
anthracite coal that burned
hot and clean constituted the
basis of the city’s robust economy. At the turn of the nineteenth century, when the largest steel producer left town
unexpectedly, the city relied
ever more heavily on its single
most plentiful natural
resource … In 1909, when
Jane’s parents settled together
in the city, Scranton reigned as
the premier city of the anthracite-mining region.”
The narrative of Jacobs’s

Scranton/Dunmore life is
assiduously researched: the
author drew from personal
interviews with Jacobs’s
family members, friends,
classmates and current-day
figures in the Scranton community. For me, as a native
son, almost every paragraph
triggered a memory.
What I hadn’t anticipated
as I read through the book
were the nostalgic — even
teary — feelings that frequently rose to the surface,
catching me by surprise in
the moment. For example, in
reading about the Wickham’s
potato chip factory in Green
Ridge, my mind jumped to
the 5-cent bags emblazoned
with an Indian chief and the
occasional debates with my
brother over whether Wise or
Wickham made the superior
chip. Lang’s references to the
mobile purveyors of produce,
milk, meats and baked goods
flooded me with memories of
my own neighborhood’s
“ h u c k l e b e r r y l a d i e s, ”
umbrella repair man, ragman and hucksters, one of
whom had a horse-drawn
wagon that was pulled up the
steep hills by Charlie, the prototype horse of my childhood. I can still visualize
Charlie sweating profusely
and fighting off flies as he
grunted and struggled to pull
his cargo up the Hill Section’s
steep Gibson Street in the
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From ugliness into light
Dear Sen. Cory Booker:
Some days, you are really
irritating. With that infernal
sunshine of yours, you are to
the body politic as that
1-877-Kars4Kids ad would be
to a man with a hangover.
You float on pink clouds of
bipartisan bonhomie, racial
slights bouncing off you like
bullets off Superman, so
upbeat, you make Fred Rogers
look like Lewis Black.
But there are other days, too.
Wednesday was one of them.
Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson was testifying before the
committee weighing her ascension to the Supreme Court,
where she would be the first
African-American woman in
its 232-year history. The clownish grandstanding of senators
like Ted Cruz and Lindsey Graham were in full flower, making
their contempt palpable.
Conservative troll Charlie
Kirk told his audience Brown
represents “your country on
CRT.” He went on to warn that,
“Your children and your
grandchildren are going to
have to take orders from people like her.” People. Like. Her.
“And what’s amazing,” he
added of this woman who
had spent hours quietly
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on the street to say what it
meant to see Brown poised on
the cusp of history.
“Today, you’re my star,”
you said. “You are my harbinger of hope.”
“Don’t worry, my sister,”
you told her, Black man uplifting Black woman. “Don’t worry. God has got you.”
Senator, you did well. You
found a way to turn ugliness
into light. Small wonder the
judge wept. She surely needed what you had to offer.
She’s not the only one.

answering inane questions
without once snarling about
her love for beer, “is that she
kind of has an attitude, too.”
Then, you started talking
about resilience and faith. “I’m
not letting anybody in the Senate steal my joy,” you declared.
You invoked an African-Amer- LEONARD PITTS JR. is a colican woman who stopped you umnist for the Miami Herald.
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A tear rolls down Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown
Jackson’s cheek Wednesday as Sen. Cory Booker speaks
during her confirmation hearing.

summer.
Glenna Lang has synthesized Scranton’s past glory
with its less-than-glorious
aftermath, placing these
divergent histories into a
cohesive narrative, and the
final chapter, “Learning from
Scranton,” is a wonderful
summation — a cautiously
hopeful one at that — that eloquently summarizes the influences on Jacobs’ urbanism
concepts in the context of her
growing up in Scranton.
“(Jane Jacobs’ … ideas) …
germinated in the dynamic and
livable Scranton of her youth,
in the 1920s and 1930s, as the
city reached its economic and
demographic zenith before
embarking on a steady descent.
This once-thriving, then tottering medium-size city served as
Jane Jacobs’s initial observational laboratory.
“In 2007, the year following
Jane’s death … a solid arc of
granite blocks was unveiled (in
the Courthouse Square) to pay
tribute to eight Scrantonians in
diverse artistic arenas. There,
citizens of Jane’s first city proclaimed, as the inscription
reads, that she had ‘inspired
generations of city planners
and preservationists and transformed public policy regarding
cities.’ The plaque noted that, in
her book, ‘Economy of Cities,’
she had cited Scranton as
‘vibrant and livable.’ ”
Ending on a note of hope
and against the backdrop of
Scranton’s glory days, Lang
concludes that while “its destiny is uncertain … Scranton
— like lively, diverse, intense
cities everywhere — contains the seeds of its own
regeneration.”
What she has effectively
done is to reframe the
region’s negative, victim perspective and by so doing
greatly enhances our appreciation of where we came
from, and all of it done
through weaving Jane
Jacobs’s early life journey
into a fabric that allows us to
better appreciate our own
Scranton origins.
“Jane Jacobs’s First City”
should be required reading
for all Scrantonians.

plary.” As Biden calibrates, we
might be rising from Rung 20:
“ ‘Peaceful’ World-Wide Embargo or Blockade.”
After 1945, it was understood
that nuclear weapons might, by
deterring military interventions to counter aggressions,
enable wars of considerable
conventional violence. Biden,
however, has orchestrated a
symphony of sanctions and
weapons deliveries that has —
so far — nullified Putin’s
attempt to use nuclear threats
to deter effective conventional
responses to his aggression.
Presidents are pressured by
friends as well as foes. In 1976,
as Republicans convened in
Kansas City, Ronald Reagan
was almost tied in the delegate
count, having potently attacked
President Gerald Ford’s policy
of U.S.-Soviet detente, including
Ford’s refusal to meet with
Soviet dissident Alexander Solzhenitsyn. In Kansas City, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, detente’s architect, asked
Tom Korologos, a Ford aide
who enjoyed tormenting Kissinger, who would be Ford’s runn i n g m at e. Ko ro l o g o s
answered: “Solzhenitsyn.”
Volodymyr Zelenskyy is to
Biden what Solzhenitsyn was
to Ford, someone whose prestige encourages firmness.
Ukraine’s president illustrates Churchill’s axiom that
courage is the most important
virtue because it enables the
others. Zelenskyy has stiffened the West’s spine, made
something like victory seem
possible, and made it impossible to blur moral clarity. So, a
collateral casualty is a 19th
century German philosopher.
Before sinking into insanity,
Friedrich Nietzsche propounded a theory that reverberates in
the intelligentsia: There are no
“facts,” “only interpretations.”
That today’s war has been
caused by one man’s wickedness is a fact. War is a harrowing means of embarrassing the
faux sophisticates’ moral relativism, but by doing so this ill
wind has blown some good.

Russia’s combat-ready
ground forces onto Ukraine
in an attempt to reestablish
Russia’s great power status.
He did not reckon on (notes
former deputy undersecretary of the Navy Seth Cropsey) Ukraine’s “900,000-man
pool of veterans from eight
years of war” fighting Russian-backed insurgents in
Ukraine’s Donbas region.
The Ukrainians’ effective
resistance is forcing President
Joe Biden to make a delicate
calibration that he is fortunate
to be in a position to make: How
much embarrassment can
Putin suffer without taking a
catastrophic step — use of a
tactical nuclear weapon?
make sure that
Biden’s calculavehicles are
TOMORROW’S tion occurs in
maintained and
this context of
COLUMNISTS
exercise leaderSecretary of
ship in squad
State Antony
Maureen Dowd
tactics. The RusBlinken’s saying
Ross Douthat
sian NCO corps
U.S. objectives
is today, as it has
are the restoraalways been, both weak and tion of Ukraine’s sovereignty
corrupt.”
and territorial integrity. This
And: “Vehicles bunched up might maximally imply the
on roads, no infantry covering reversal of Putin’s 2014 annexathe flanks, no closely coordinat- tion of Crimea.
ed artillery fire, no overhead
The rhetoric of imagined
support from helicopters, and but rarely attained precision
panicky reactions to ambushes. is common in modern goverThe 1-to-1 ratio of vehicles nance. Policymakers speak of
destroyed to those captured or “fine tuning” an economy
abandoned bespeaks an army that is powered by hundreds
that is unwilling to fight.” Fur- of millions of people making
thermore, assume characteris- hundreds of billions of daily
tic Russian military crudity — decisions and subject to “exogthe use of artillery to compen- enous” events unanticipated
sate for myriad failures: “If the by policymakers. Military
Russians level a town and planners contemplate “surgislaughter its civilians, they are cal strikes” as “signaling
unlikely to have killed off its devices” as conflicts ascend
defenders, who will do extraor- the “escalation ladder.” In
dinary and effective things 1965, war theorist Herman
from the rubble to avenge them- Kahn postulated 44 rungs on
selves on the invaders.” Wit- that ladder. The 22nd: “Declaness “the annihilation of a Rus- ration of Limited Nuclear
sian battalion tactical group in War.” The 44th: “Spasm or
Voznesensk.”
Insensate War.” Rung 21 was GEORGE WILL writes for The
Putin has thrown 75% of “Local Nuclear War — Exem- Washington Post.

